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SUMMARY
A theory is presented which can explain the often-quoted tendency for dangerously
low approaches during night-landing situations. The two-dimensional information at the
pilot's eye contains sufficient information for the visual system to extract the
angle-of-slant of the runway relative to the approach path. A theoretical system is
developed which can carry out this analysis. It is dependent upon perspective infor-
mation being available a certain distance out from the aimpoint, to either side of the
runway edgelights. However, under "black-hole" landing conditions this information is
not available, and it is proposed that the visual system use instead the only avail-
able information; namely the perspective gradient of the runway edgelights. An equa-
tion is developed which can predict what the perceived approach angle will be when
this "incorrect" parameter is ·used. The predictions are in close agreement with
existing experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
'A great deal of recent research has been directed towards the so-called "black-
hole" landing situation in which only runway lights are visible on the ground
(refs. 10-15, 21). It has been established that visual illusions in the night-
approach situation may directly cause low approaches during landing attempts. Several
investigators have concluded that this is a problem concerning the misperception of
the slant of the runway relative to the straight-ahead direction (refs. 11 and 23).
Wulfech et al. (ref. 23) concluded that shape/slant perception played an impor-
tant role in the landing situation, but they were unable to find anything in the slant
perception research of the time which offered a solution to the landing problem.
Mertens (refs. 11-13) has consistently found evidence which shows that misperception
of the optical slant of the runway is involved in the black-hole landing situation.
He has attempted to explain this misperception by using Gogel's "equidistance tendency"
theory (ref. 6).
Perrone (refs. 18 arid 19) provides a model of l;l:!"gP.t, perception which has been
successfully used to explain many cases of slant judgment error that occurred in past
slant perception experiments. This paper attempts to show that this model can be
used to explain low approaches during landing attempts under black-hole conditions.
A THEORETICAL SYSTEM FOR SLANT ESTIMATION
When a surface is slanted relative to the straight-ahead direction, it is possible
to derive the angle-of-slant from the two-dimensional projection of the surface on the
*This research was carried out while the author was on a National Research
Council Associateship.
retina. For simplification, a flat projection plane is used instead of the retina but
this does not change the relationships between the projected elements. Several
methods have been proposed for extracting the three dimensional slant angle from the
two-dimensional projection (refs. 1,3,4,20). The method suggested by Perrone
(refs. 18 and 19) measures off two equal distances from the center of the projection
plane and finds the change in the projected width between parallel lines on the sur-
face. Only two measures, X and Y, are required to find the slant angle (see
figs. 1(a) and (b)).
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(a) The two-dimensional information reaching the eye is analyzed on a theoretical
projection plane an arbitrary distance f from the eye.
(b) The slant angle may be extracted from this information using equation (1).
All measurements are made within the plane of the page.
Figure 1.- An example of two-dimensional information on a projection plane.
A length Y is set vertically upwards from the center of the projection plane
(c) to t on a horizontal contour (e.g., HH). The same length Y is measured across,
out from c (either left or right) to Pl' A perspective line at PI is traced back
up until it meets the horizontal line HH at P2' The length P2t is equal to X.
Let e be the angle of slant, measured from the horizontal. The equation relating e
to the information on the projection plane is: l
y 2 1
tan e = Y _ X f (1)
lnerivation given in (refs. 17-19). Note, however, that a different convention
is used for measuring the slant angle.
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where f is a constant and it is the arbitrary distance from the eye to the theoreti-
cal projection plane used to analyze the array of light reaching the eye. The equa-
tion states that the change in projected width of elements on the surface, over a
given area of the projection plane, is proportional to the angle of slant of the sur-
face. It acknowledges that perspective is the most important source of slant informa-
tion, and it assumes that suf~icient surface detail exists to provide perspective
lines.
This system for extracting the slant angle is independent of the distance, length,
or width of the surface. It differs, therefore, from measures such as the form ratio
(ref. 1), which requires the width and length of the original surface in the calcula--
tions for the slant angle. The information is there in the two-dimensional projection
to extract the slant angle. It is likely, therefore, that the human visual system
utilizes that information and performs an analysis using the same variables as the
theoretical system.
One feature that must be assumed is that the system always sets the largest value
of Y possible. A justification for this is that a large value of Y results in
greater accuracy than a smaller one, and the difference between X and Y will be more
easily detected. Of course, the limiting case is reached when Y equals the distance
from the c to the horizon and X becomes zero. 2
Note that equation (1) is a purely physical description of the relationship
between various measurable elements in the pattern of light reaching the eye. It shows
that under normal viewing conditions, the two dimensional stimulus contains sufficient
information for veridical slant judgments to occur. However, under reduced viewing
conditions observers tend to judge a surface to be closer to the front-parallel plane
than it really is (e.g., refs. 2,5,7,22).
Perrone (refs. 18 and 19) has shown that if certain "incorrect" values of Y and
X are used in equation (1), then a value of e is obtained which closely predicts
the errors made by human subjects when they judge the slant of a surface. The impli-
cation is that human observers use the same variables in the two dimensional array of
light reaching the eye as does the theoretical system outlined above. The theory was
developed in relation to surfaces slanted away from the vertical, but it can quite
readily be adapted to the landing situation.
A THEORY OF SLANT MISPERCEPTION
Figure 2(a) represents a daylight landing situation. From the two dimensional
information at the pilot's eye it is possible to extract the approach angle e, using
the system described above. If the aimpoint (c) coincides with the touchdown zone,
and if Y is taken up to the end of the runway, then in a normal situation there
exists sufficient texture detail to the side of the runway to provide perspective
lines a distance Y out from c.
However, now consider a black-hole landing situation with only the runway lights
visible. (See fig. 2(b).) This time there is no perspective information available a
distance Y out from c, and it is proposed that the visual system uses the only
2 cf . the H-distance used by pilots as a guide to glide slope (ref. 16).
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(a) Representation of a daylight landing situation. Perspective information is
available a distance Y out from c and so veridical slant perception is
possible.
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(b) Representation of a black-hole landing situation with only the runway outline
visible. No perspective information is available a distance Y out from c.
Figure 2.- Representations of landing situations.
information available. Hence, it uses the perspective lines defined by the edgelights
of the runway. It will be shown that this leads to a misperception of the slant angle.
In order to obtain the correct approach angle from the two dimensional informa-
tion using the system defined by equation (1), y Z should be divided by Y - X. (See
dotted lines in fig. 2(b).) The theory states that instead, y Z is divided by
xl - xZ· The lengths of xl and Xz can be determined by trigonometry from the physi-
cal dimensions of the runway, the actual approach angle, and the distance from touch-
down (see fig. 3). If the width of the runway is W, then:
where
and fW[tan e - tan a]
x 2 = 2D tan e (2)
L sin etan a = ~------­D + L cos e
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Figure 3.- Geometry of the landing situation for determining the two-dimensional
information available to the pilot. Note that the value of L is not the total
length of the runway.
These equations enable us to calculate the projected shape of the runway and,
therefore, to define the two-dimensional information available to the pilot at a
particular distance out from a runway of length· L and width W with an approach
angle equal to 8.
The theory states that the pilot's visual system, when faced with an impoverished
visual field, will use the wrong variables in the two-dimensional pattern of light
reaching the eye. Given that the visual system is using an analysis similar to that
defined by equation (1), we can predict what the perceived approach angle will be
when the incorrect variables are used.
If we call the predicted perceived approach angle S, then we have:
tan S = (3)
substituting in the values for xl' x2' and Y gives:
tan S 2DL sin 8 tan 8W[D+ L cos 8] (~.)
This is the main equation of the theory and it predicts the amount of slant mis-
perception that will occur when black-hole conditions··exn'i:"~Note·that the presence
of 8, D, L, and W on the right side of the equation does not imply that the pilot's
visual system requires knowledge of these three-dimensional parameters to fi~d S.
These values have been substituted for the two-dimensional variables to enable predic-
tions to be made by an experimenter using measurable features of a particular landing
situation. The angle S could also be obtained from the two-dimensional pattern on
the retina of the pilot's eye.
PREDICTIONS OF THE THEORY
According to the theory, the important variables that determine the (misperceived)
approach angle are the actual width of the runway and the actual length of the runway
from the aimpoint to the endlights. The aimpoint may vary slightly from pilot to
pilot and be dependent upon other factors, but for the purpose of this analysis it will
always be taken as coinciding with the touchdown zone.
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For a 200 ft wide by 7000 ft long runway (with the touchdown zone 1000 ft from
threshold, i.e., L = 6000 ft) the theory predicts that at a distance of 10,000 ft a
3° approach angle will be perceived to be equal to S where:
S = tan- 1r2 x 10,000 x 6,000 x sin 3° ~~] 30] = 5.9° (5)[ 200 x [10,000 + 6,000 x cos
In other words, it is predicted that the pilot will overestimate his approach angle.
The pilot will perceive his altitude to be approximately twice his actual altitude
(see fig. 4).
Figure 4.- When the approach angle is overe$timated, the apparent altitude is above
the true altitude.
In order for the runway to appear slanted by as much as it does during a normal
daytime 3° approach, the pilot would have to fly a 2.14° approach (eq. (4) gives a
value of S = 3° when e = 2.14°). The theory can predict the type of errors that
have typically been reported in relation to black-hole landing attempts.
The theory is unique in the sense that its predictions are based on measurable
physical properties of the environment; equation (4) contains no phychological varia-
bles. However, the predictions are based on an "ideal" observer and so individual
differences are expected to generate variation in performance about the theorized
values.
Figure 5 is a plot of the predicted perceived approach angles for given actual
approach angles, when W = 200 ft, L = 6,000 ft, and D = 10,000 ft. Whenever the
curve is above the straight line, the theory is predicting misperception of the
approach angle; the approach angle is seen to be greater than it really is. As the
approach angle increases, the theory predicts the error to increase rapidly.
The area below the straight line represents slant underestimation and it is pre-
dicted to occur at very small actual approach angles. Slant underestimation means
that the approach angle is seen to be less than it really is, and the altitude above
the runway is underestimated. The dotted lines show the actual approach angle that
must be flown by the pilot if the slant angle is to appear the same as a normal 3°
approach. This only applies to the particular runway dimensions and distances
specified above.
For a smaller value of D (e.g., 5,000 ft), the curve is flatter and the gener-
ated approach angle is expected to be closer to 3°, but still less than 3°. The
situation improves as the plane gets closer to threshold.
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Figure 5.- Predicted perceived approach angle as a function of actual approach
angle, for L = 6,000 ft, W = 200 ft, and D = 10,000 ft.
The dimensions of the runway affect the predicted perceived approach angle, and
the greater the length-to-width ratio, the greater the predicted error. According to
the theory, a runway would need to have a length-to-width ratio of approximately 16:1
if a 3° approach is to appear as a 3° approach at 10,000 ft. However, this value
changes as the distance changes. If the theory proves to be correct, it can offer
specific solutions to landing and approach problems, and quantitative changes can be
suggested to existing runway features.
EXISTING EVIDENCE FOR THE THEORY
There are many predictions arising from the theory that can be actually tested
and there already exists some experimental evidence to support it. Using existing
experimental evidence to test a theory represents the ultimate in impartiality; no
arguments of experimental bias can apply. Mertens and Lewis (ref. 14) carried out an
experiment (exp. 2, ref. 14) in which pilots controlled the slant of a moving runway
model during simulated night visual approaches. Five different models simulated run-
ways from 100 ft to 300 ft wide and 3,000 ft to 9,000 ft long. The approach angle was
the dependent variable and it was measured at 3,000 ft intervals from 17,000 ft to
5,000 ft from threshold.
By using equation (4) values of e can be calculated which produce a value of
S = 3° (given the various runway dimensions and distances used by Mertens and Lewis,
ref. 14). The resulting theoretical predicted approach angles have been plotted in
7
figure 6(a). The value for L was taken to be the length of the runway minus
1,500 ft, since Mertens (ref. 12) described his model as having a touchdown zone at a
simulated 1,500 ft from threshold.
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Figure 6.- Generated approach angle as a function of distance from threshold and
runway dimensions.
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Figure 6(b) represents the actual data values obtained by Mertens and Lewis for
40 pilot subjects. The theory can explain the decrement in performance with changes
to the width to length ratio of the runway. It can also predict the "overestimation"
obtained by Mertens and Lewis for the 300 ft by 6,000 ft runway at 5,000 ft. More
importantly it can make absolute predictions as to the approach values that would be
obtained under the various conditions, and these predictions are in close agreement
with the experimental data values. Experiments are presently being carried out to
further test the parameters of the theory.
DISCUSSION
Motion ~ues have not been directly considered in the theory, although it is
appreciated that extra information can be obtained from optical flow patterns. For
the true black-hole situation, motion manifests itself in the theory only as a change
in the value of D. In other words, we can analyze the situation as a series of dis-
crete slant judgments over a range of distances. Mertens (ref. 12) demonstrated that
motion did not have an effect on generated approach angles over the range tested and
the errors were the same as for a static display. At small distances from threshold,
it is expected that motion perspective will playa larger role.
The theory is applicable to those situations in which the outline of the runway
is discernible, and the perspective information is detectable by the human visual
system. It cannot be directly applied therefore to the situations discussed by Kraft
(ref. 9) in which the plane is 20 miles from threshold. The theory makes predictions
for that part of the approach path which begins after the farthest point considered
by Kraft (ref. 9, 4.5 miles).
The daytime landing situation need not be exempt from the same problems predicted
by the theory for the night-landing case. If the terrain surrounding a runway is
relatively uniform and featureless, and if a pilot relies mainly on the outline of the
runway for slant information, then it would be expected that slant misperception will
also occur. Experiments need to be carried out to determine what constitutes
"inadequate" textural information.
One important variable in the theory is the projected length of the runway. This
leads to the following seemingly paradoxical prediction: If the visible length of the
runway is diminished by fog, then because the length-to-width ratio of the runway is
less, the amount of slant misperception will be less. Approach angles should be closer
to the desired 3°.
This counter-intuitive prediction has support from experimental findings. Mertens
and Lewis (ref. 15, expo 2) covered up the upwind half of their runway model and
reduced the simulated length from 6,000 ft to 3,000 ft. They obtained an unexplained
increase in the generated approach angles of 0.5° when only half of the runway was
visible. (Approach angles were still below 3°.)
In another experiment, Mertens and Lewis (ref. 15, expo 1) measured the generated
approach angles for situations with and without approach lighting. The mean generated
approach angle over all subjects was 2.13° without approach lighting, and 1.9° with
approach lighting. Again this paradoxical finding can be explained by the theory, if
one assumes that the presence of the approach lighting somehow brings the position of
the airnpoint closer to the threshold, thus increasing the value of Y. An increase in
Y would explain the decrement in performance with the addition of approach lights.
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Investigations are presently being carried out to see just how features such as
approach lighting can affect the parameters of the theory.
CONCLUSIONS
The "landing-short" accident problem has been well documented (ref. 8), and there
is a stated need to isolate the factors which cause this problem. The theory of slant
misperception presented in this paper offers a starting point for experimentation on
the approach and landing problem. There already exists sufficient evidence (both in
slant perception studies and in actual landing studies) to conclude that the variables
specified by the theory play an important part in the problem. This paper offers
guidelines tor future research into a problem that has for too long suffered from
"too many factors."
If the human visual system uses the same variables as the proposed theoretical
system, then the black-hole landing situation is, in fact, a case of "lack of visual
information." The theory can specifically pinpoint the lack of information to the
absence of perspective lines a certain distance out from the runway edgelights. The
problem reduces down to the fact that humans are not very good at judging the slant
of long narrow rectangular surfaces. Pilots must believe their instruments and not
their eyes.
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